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New insights into Li distribution in the superionic argyrodite Li₆PS₅Cl

Enyue Zhao, Lunhua He, Zhigang Zhang, Jean-Marie Doux, Darren H. S. Tan, Erik A. Wu, Grayson Deysher, Yu-Ting Chen, Jinkui Zhao, Fangwei Wang and Ying Shirley Meng

All-solid-state lithium batteries (ASSLBs) have attracted much attention recently, due to their prospects for higher safety, improved thermal stability, as well as potentially higher energy densities. The solid-state electrolyte (SSE), as a critical component of ASSLBs, affects the battery’s overall performance; gaining a deeper understanding on its physical and electrochemical properties is vital. Various SSEs including polymers, oxides, halides, and sulfides have been developed and applied in ASSLBs in the literature. Identifying new SSEs that possess high ionic conductivity and adequate chemical and electrochemical stability is a very active research area. For sulfide-based SSEs, significant progress has been made on improving their ionic conductivity, with conductivity values now similar to liquid electrolytes [e.g., the Li argyrodites Li₆+xP₁₋ₓGeₓS₅ and Li₆+xSb₁₋ₓSₓI₃]. However, ionic conductivity alone is insufficient to evaluate SSEs, properties such as electrochemical stability, low electronic conductivity, as well as interfacial passivation are also vital for good cell performance. To this end, Li argyrodite Li₆PS₅X (X = halogens) are considered to be a particularly promising family of SSEs as they have been shown to meet these requirements.

The argyrodite Li₆PS₅X structure can be represented by a cubic close-packed lattice formed by the X⁻ anions (Wyckoff 4d), in which S²⁻ ions occupy half of the tetrahedral voids (Wyckoff 4d) while PS₃⁻ units occupy the octahedral sites (S and P on Wyckoff 16e and 4b, respectively). A tetrahedrally close-packed lattice can be constructed through this threedimensional spatial distribution of anions (i.e., X and S) at the 4a, 4d, and 16e sites. The center of these tetrahedra are interstitial sites which can accommodate either lattice cations (i.e., P) or mobile lithium ions. Six distinct tetrahedral types (types 0–5) were described by Deiseroth et al. in this argyrodite structure (Fig. S1, ESI†). The tetrahedra site occupied by P is defined as type 0 and the remaining tetrahedra available to potentially accommodate Li are classified into five types (types 1–5) based on the number of corners or edges each tetrahedron shares with neighboring PS₃⁻ units.

Previous neutron diffraction studies on Li₆PS₅X have assigned lithium ions as primarily occupying the type 5 (T5) site (Wyckoff 48h), with observations of a “smeared out” lithium density distributed at the shared face of adjacent T5 tetrahedral pairs (Wyckoff 24g, denoted as type 5a site by Deiseroth et al.). The conventional Li diffusion model in Li₆PS₅X considers only T5 and type 5a (T5a) sites, which together form a cage-like geometry centered around the nominal S²⁻ sites (Wyckoff 4d). There are three jump models between T5 and T5a sites, enabling lithium-ion migration in Li₆PS₅X. Specifically, doublet jumps (48h-24g-48h) consist of localized Li migration between face-sharing T5 tetrahedra via the T5a position. Intra-cage jumps (48h-48h) represent short-range lithium migration between pairs of non-face-sharing T5 tetrahedra within the same 4d-centered cage. Finally, inter-cage jumps consist of long-range lithium migration between T5 positions associated with different 4d-centered cages. This three-jump model (doublet, intra-cage, and inter-cage) has been widely used to describe the lithium diffusion in Li₆PS₅X and related Li argyrodites.
Since the T5 tetrahedra cannot form connected face-sharing pairs, the long-range inter-cage Li migration requires Li to pass through other (i.e., non-type-5) tetrahedra. Therefore, a description of lithium diffusion that only considers the T5 and T5a sites is incomplete. Previous bond-valence calculations and molecular dynamics simulations have highlighted the role of non-type-5 positions in the Li diffusion path in the argyrodite structure.\textsuperscript{17–20} Recent experimental studies have also found that there is Li occupation of non-type-5 sites in the Li argyrodites with Li stoichiometry $x_{\text{Li}} > 6$, and this Li-excess stoichiometry was reported to be the direct cause of the non-type-5 site occupation.\textsuperscript{5,6,21} In addition, the Li occupation of the type 2 position (T2, Wyckoff 48h), was also experimentally confirmed in $x_{\text{Li}} = 6$ systems (Li$_6$PS$_5$X) via neutron diffraction.\textsuperscript{22} Meanwhile, first-principles molecular dynamics simulations have predicted that the type 4 (T4, Wyckoff 16a) position may also be occupied in the same system.\textsuperscript{17} As noted above, while the basic Li substructure in Li$_6$PS$_5$X has been well clarified, an in-depth quantification of Li distribution is still needed to define a more complete Li diffusion model. This will facilitate further optimization of argyrodite compounds from the perspective of Li sublattice structure and provide structural guidance for the design of new high ionic conductivity SSEs.\textsuperscript{6,23}

Herein, the high-conductivity Li argyrodite Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl (in which only Li has a negative neutron coherent-scattering length, Table S1, ESI) was selected as the model compound, and temperature-dependent neutron powder diffraction (NPD) combined with maximum entropy method (MEM) analysis was employed to study the Li distribution in the argyrodite lattice. MEM is useful to modify the structural models employed in Rietveld analysis and determine the distribution of the nuclear density (i.e., coherent-scattering length) from NPD data.\textsuperscript{24–26} Since MEM can estimate the structure factors of high-Q reflections that have not been measured experimentally, the termination effect is less serious in MEM analysis than in Fourier synthesis.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, compared with X-ray or electron-based methods, neutron is more sensitive to lithium.\textsuperscript{27–29} Combined with MEM analysis, NPD can therefore provide insights on the Li sublattice structure beyond the traditional Rietveld structure analysis. We demonstrate that, other than Li occupation of T5 and T2 positions, there is a small fraction of Li ions located around the type 1 site (denoted as Type 1x site or T1x, Wyckoff 48h) in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl, which has not been previously observed. In light of the observed Li location on additional sites, a new possible Li conduction pathway is proposed, which enriches the description of the ionic diffusion mechanism, and completes the Li diffusion model for the Li argyrodite SSEs.

The typical unit cell structure of Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl is shown in Fig. 1a. Contrary to the anion-ordered structure of Li$_4$PS$_3$I, in which the I$^-$ and S$^{2-}$ anions occupy distinct crystallographic sites, Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl adopts an anion-disordered structure where the Cl$^-$ and S$^{2-}$ anions are significantly disordered across the Wyckoff 4a and 4d sites.\textsuperscript{7,8} The degree of anion disorder in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl is closely associated with the Li-ion concentration as well as the synthesis process.\textsuperscript{7,9} Both theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that the anion disorder originates from the similar ionic radii of S$^{2-}$ (1.84 Å) and Cl$^-$ (1.81 Å).\textsuperscript{7,8} It was proposed that the site disorder in the argyrodite structures has a strong effect on their lithium diffusion properties. The site disorder between S$^{2-}$ and Cl$^-$ can decrease the Li-ion transport barrier, leading to the much higher room-temperature ionic conductivity ($\sim$2 mS cm$^{-1}$) in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl compared to Li$_6$PS$_5$I where anions (i.e., S$^{2-}$ and I$^-$) occupy distinct ordered sites.\textsuperscript{9,17}

The superior lithium migration properties in the argyrodite Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl can also be closely correlated with its unique Li substructure. As previously mentioned, only one crystallographic position, T5, is conventionally considered when discussing Li distribution in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl.\textsuperscript{9,17} This T5 position can form a cage-like local polyhedra (Fig. 1a), enabling both intra-cage and inter-cage lithium-ion hopping processes (Fig. 1b). In order to further revisit the Li substructure and deepen the understanding of Li diffusion mechanisms within the Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl argyrodite lattice, high-resolution temperature-dependent NPD data (at 5, 300, and 550 K) were collected. Since the Li distribution in the argyrodite lattice is temperature-dependent, the low-temperature measurement can effectively freeze the motion of lithium ions, resolving subtle changes of the Li substructure (Li occupancies) that may be hidden by the fast Li ion-conducting nature of Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl. At extremely low temperatures (e.g., 5 K), lithium ions stabilize in the lowest-energy sites, and may then move to the other sites along the diffusion pathways when temperature increases (e.g., 300 and 550 K). The temperature dependence of the Li distribution can help provide critical insights into the underlying potential energy surface that dictates the viability of competing Li-ion migration pathways.\textsuperscript{17,22}

Fig. 2 shows the Rietveld refinement results of the neutron diffraction data at 300 K when considering only the T5 Li position in the refined structure model. A relatively good agreement between the calculated diffraction pattern and the experimental data was observed ($R_{wp} = 2.20\%$), the detailed refinement structure parameters are presented in Table S5 (ESI). It appears that the diffraction patterns can be well described by the cubic structure using the $P4_3$ space group. The obtained site disorder between S$^{2-}$ and Cl$^-$, defined as the total fraction of Cl$^-$ on the S$^{2-}$ site, is 54\% (Table S5, ESI). Based on the Rietveld refinement results, MEM analysis was used to explore the Li nuclear density distribution in the Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl lattice. Since only Li has a negative neutron coherent-scattering
length in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl, the Li nuclear density can easily be differentiated from the nuclear densities of other atoms. Notably, besides the Li nuclear density located at the T5 position, some unexpected Li nuclear density was located at both the T2 position and around the T1 position (denoted as T1x; Fig. 3). While the T2 Li position in the Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl lattice has been previously reported, the Li position located at T1x has not. In order to further confirm that the Li nuclear density located at the T1x position is not merely transient, the refinement structure model was modified to consider Li occupation not only at the T5 site, but also the T2 and T1x sites; then, Rietveld refinement was performed again for the NPD data collected at 300 K (Fig. 4b). It was found that ~16% and ~7% of the total lithium atoms in the unit cell occupy the T2 and T1x sites, respectively (Table S10, ESI†). The reasonable thermal displacement parameters for the Li occupancies at T2 and T1x sites in addition to the decrease in $R_{wp}$ from 2.2 to 1.9%, are strong evidence of the existence of both of these sites in the Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl lattice structure (Tables S5–S7, ESI†).

In addition to the T5, T2, and T1x Li positions, the T5a Li position was also observed in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl at 550 K according to the refinement results of the NPD data. At this temperature, about 3% of the total lithium atoms in the unit cell occupy the T5a site (Table S10, ESI†). While the T5a Li position is commonly reported in the argyrodite Li$_6$PS$_5$Br and Li$_6$PS$_5$I, it is not usually reported for Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl due to its relatively smaller lattice parameters. The observed T5a Li position at 550 K may be associated with the increased mobility of lithium ions and expanded lattice parameters at this higher temperature. At 5 K, Li mobility is highly limited, and the Li atoms preferentially occupy the lowest-energy lattice sites. As shown in Fig. 4a, only the T5 and T2 lattice sites of Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl are occupied, which suggests that the T5 and T2 sites are the low-energy positions for lithium ions (Table S4, ESI†). In addition, as presented in Fig. 4d, the degree of occupancy on the T1x and T5a sites increases with temperature, indicating that both of these sites correspond to higher energy positions, and occupation of these sites is possibly promoted by entropic contributions at higher temperatures. Since the site disorder between S$^2_-$ and Cl$^-$ will not be affected by the temperature variation, the consistent refinement results of the degree of site disorder at different temperatures confirm the reliability of the refinement process (Tables S4, S7 and S9, ESI†).

The in-depth understanding of Li distribution in the argyrodites Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl lattice can help provide additional insight into the lithium diffusion mechanisms of these systems. The T2 Li position was first noted by Deiseroth et al. and recently experimentally observed by Zeier et al.; T2 was demonstrated as a stable lattice site for Li location in Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl based on the above structure analysis. Subsequent studies proposed that the T2 position is an intermediate site situated along the diffusion paths (considered as intra- and inter-cage hopping) in the conventional three-hop model. The consideration of T2 site enabled a classification of possible Li diffusion pathways in the argyrodite lattice as follows: motion within a cage is possible via T5–T2–T5 (intra-cage migration) and motion between two cages is possible via T5–T2–T1x–T2–T5 (inter-cage migration). When considering the role of the newly observed T1x site in the Li diffusion, another classification of possible Li diffusion pathway can be suggested: motion within a cage is possible via T5–T2–T1x–T2–T5 (intra-cage migration 2 shown in Fig. 5) and motion between two cages is possible via T5–T2–T1x–T1x–T2–T5 (inter-cage migration 2 shown in Fig. 5). In addition, the observed T5a Li position at high temperature indicates that, similar to Li$_6$PS$_5$Br and
Li$_6$PS$_5$I, the doublet Li migration in the argyrodite Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl lattice should also be considered (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{9,17}

In summary, using temperature-dependent NPD combined with MEM analysis, the Li distribution in the argyrodite Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl was studied. In addition to the previously reported T5 and T2 Li positions, a new Li lattice site (T1x) was observed in the Li$_6$PS$_5$Cl lattice. We propose that the role of this T1x Li position should be considered in the Li migration model of the argyrodite structure. These new insights regarding the Li distribution, as well as the newly proposed conduction pathways, provide a more complete description of the Li diffusion mechanisms in the argyrodite lattice compared to previous mechanistic models. This model deepens the understanding of the relationship between ionic diffusion and the Li sublattice structure, which will not only lead to the further optimization of existing argyrodite electrolytes, but also provide structural guidance for the design of new high-conductivity solid-state electrolytes.
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